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ft. Peedi Crakk

Sometimes in life, to distress ...
You gotta make change,
Switch it up, switch it up
It goes a little something like this

Long before money, long before shows
... preparing the blow
Made my mind away back when
Hope that I will change it
Straight shame it, the game was a present
Thang was ... the point I had ...
My walking seem to matter, ...
Did it all for you to see
If it's a scrambled bizness, I won't gonna stretch it
Make change in my point of view
I don't ... the game only, can't hold me,
With that understood
Make change change in your attitude
Make change in your point of view
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Make change

Long before records, before videos, fledging moves
... I'm ...back when
That I would walk it, or even stalk it along
This is my road, my road to hold
No matter what nobody said
Sometimes it felt like ... or just the road to paradise
Did it all for you to see

If it's a scrambled bizness, I won't gonna stretch it
Make change in my point of view
I don't ... the game only, can't hold me,
With that understood
Make change in your attitude
Make change in your point of view
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Make change, whoa, whoa
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I ain't even lying when I say I was trying to get some
sign
I was dying inside but my mind was a ...
I was brainstorming dream of all nights in my life
Knew I would be the bomb if I take it up my rhyme
Then they called me mr. crack, picture that
What type of shit iss that
Just was pitching crack ... cat
Thinking that a nigger had the skillz to kill a iller cat
Till I feel the need to built what realer nigger where I'm
that
Where we at jack, here we go it's like a merry go,
Round sea saw, up and down, I don't go where to go
And the booth I blow the roof of ... gold studio
... it was so hopping now it's easy I'm george you can
be easy
It's hard ... I'm know, if ... way up in ...
I'm a king, would have been a damn shame if I ain't
change

While much to the beat is someone else's drum
When my drum beats just fine
Might change what I'm doing worrying about you
No matter what I don't change
While spend time worried about past mistakes
When I can used it as a ...
Why change the foundation, build a better house
Use imagination

If it's a scrambled bizness, I won't gonna stretch it
Make change in my point of view
I don't ... the game only, can't hold me,
Make it understood
Make change in your attitude
Make change in your point of view
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Make change, whoa, whoa.
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